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Technology & Industry Liaison Office
Mission

• Communicate, Collaborate and Connect industry capabilities, ideas and solutions to command capability areas of interest

• Receive and coordinate Unsolicited Proposals

• Receive and coordinate Cooperative Research And Development Agreements

• Plan, coordinate and conduct Special Operations Forces Industry Conference
Communicate
Collaborate

- Industry
- Academia
- Labs
- Individuals

Submit Your Ideas @ www.socom.mil/sordac
Connect

- Events Held: 159
- Personnel Attending Events: 591
- Industry Visits to AE/DDAE: 76
- Total Ideas Submitted: 454

* 1-3 Qtr FY10
Process Benefits

• SOCOM receives targeted information to technology areas of interest
• Industry capabilities are brokered by subject matter experts within the command
• Briefed capabilities will get TILO feedback
• All contractors go through same process
• Briefing material and all contact information retained by TILO for future use/collaboration
TILO Staff

Contact TILO@socom.mil, 813-826-9482